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I remember the first time I met the interrupters. I nervously drove through the streets of Hanover Park, a suburb on the Cape Flats in Cape Town, 
notorious for gang violence. As I drove deeper into the heart of Hanover Park I pass blocks of flats with lines of washing waving in the wind, 
children playing in courtyards, ladies chatting in the streets and youth playing dice on street corners. The faded colours of the windswept 
landscape fade away as a young male on a bmx catches my eye. “Lady you look lost!” He smiles revealing a passion gap and two gold teeth. 
The vibrant culture of the Cape Flats community can be felt on every street corner and forms the heart beat of the Cape Flats. 
Moments later I sit in a small office at the First Community Resource Centre waiting to meet the interrupters. The walls are covered with 
newspaper clippings with headlines that scream out at you. ‘Live Hard Die Young’ ’Gang War’ ‘Americans Wiped Out’ ‘Executed In Street’ ‘4 Year 
Old Shot Dead’. Hanover Park has one of the highest murder rates in the world and like most parts of the Cape Flats is plagued by gang 
violence. I look around waiting in anticipation. I hear voices coming from down the corridor. They enter the room. 
An eclectic mix of men of various ages and backgrounds and one female make up the team. On closer inspection I notice faded tattoos peeking 
out from under their shirts revealing their background as street gang members. Here and there you see the markings of The Number some 26, 
some 27 and some 28’s. If you look even closer you notice the scars from stab and gun shot wounds. These markings are like a book written 
across their bodies telling the story of their past. 
Tall with a lean frame and sharp features, Khiyaam Frey, sits down opposite me. His brown eyes flicker as he looks to the ground and starts 
talking softly about the work he does. “This job you have to do with a lot of heart. People’s lives are at stake and if we are able to save a life we 
will. One of the most difficult things about changing your life is that you will always get those people who will hold the past against you. People 
judge you on your tattoos. They call you a skollie. But even skollies can change.” 
I find it difficult to believe that this was once a violent man and active gang member. He now uses his knowledge of street gangs to work as a 
professional violence interrupter. He turns around to reveal  large bold letters on his jacket ‘CEASEFIRE’. A word that carries a lot of meaning in a 
neighbourhood where the community is plagued by gang violence and innocent civilians and children are often caught in the crossfire. 
It is estimated that someone is killed nearly every day in the Western Cape due to gang violence. This is the reality of the people that live in this 
community and many others across the Cape Flats. As I sit in the office overlooking Hanover Park, table mountain looming in the distance I think 
about this very different reality so far removed from the picture perfect Cape Town portrayed as a prime tourist destination.  A mere 15 minutes 
drive from some of Cape Town’s most affluent neighbourhoods and palm lined beaches lies another city in the shadows where blood flows and 
violence is an everyday occurrence. Cape Town remains a deeply segregated city and The Cape Flats, home to over a million people has been 
accurately described as the “dumping ground of Apartheid.” When it comes to dealing with gang violence it feels like conventional approaches 
like policing and the prison system is failing this community, but maybe more importantly it is failing the young men who get pulled into gang life. 
We are alleviating the symptoms without addressing the cause and therefore, I don’t believe we have a gang problem as such but rather a social 
problem.
“In trying to understand gangs, we need to move past the sensational newspaper headlines and ask what can be done to help young people live 
meaningful, resilient lives in environments that characteristically favour the development of crime and violence.”  Don Pinnock, criminologist and 
author of Gang Town.
Life on the Cape Flats produce young people who have so few life options due to a lack of opportunities, education and poverty, that for many, 
becoming a gang member is almost inevitable. Gang life provides a sense of brotherhood, identity, protection, pride and a place to belong. 



Although it is easy to look away from the problems on the Cape Flats as most Capetonians aren't directly affected by it we simply can’t abandon 
another generation of youngsters to repeat the cycle of violence. Cape Town is ranked among the 10 most violent cities in the  world and the 
statistics are frightening. A new and innovative approach in dealing with gang violence is needed and I have seen that a program like CeaseFire has 
the potential for great success. 
Pastor Craven Engel, also known as The Eagle, is a visionary leader with a passion for his community. Engel runs the CeaseFire program in 
Hanover park. Engel has a great understanding of the problems plaguing his community and has found an unconventional but very effective way to 
treat violence in one of the most violent neighbourhoods in the world.
CeaseFire, a Cure Violence initiative, was founded by Gary Slutkin, MD, former head of the World Health Organisation’s Intervention Development 
Unit and Professor of Epidemiology and International Health at the University of Illinois/Chicago School of Public Health. The model is currently 
implemented in 8 countries spread over 5 continents. CeaseFire Hanover Park is partially funded by The City Of Cape Town.
Engel elaborates on the program :  “CeaseFire is a public health programme that reduces violence particularly with regard to gang related 
shootings.It’s based on epidemiology. We treat violence like a disease. So we look at the transporter of violence and we quarantine him and then we 
look at who is most likely to get the disease and who he can contaminate. We alter their behaviour and offer them a better life. Unfortunately in a 
community like this violence has become normal and that is what we are trying to change. Violence is abnormal. So we look at environmental 
contamination and behavioural contamination. We do risk reduction and then we start rehabilitating the guys for a normal life. We do a 6 week in 
house program away from the beat at Camp Joy in Strandfontein. There we do anger management, communication, social integration, behaviour 
change, identity, skills development,speech therapy, anything to cool down the brain and stop the violence. Towards the end of the six weeks we also 
do job readiness to prepare the individual for a new credible life.”
The CeaseFire model was adapted to fit a South African context and was implemented in Hanover Park in 2013 after the baseline was done in 2012. 
The team consists of 6 interrupters: Khiyaam Frey, Suleiman Manuel, Abduraaghman Ruiters, Tasleem Johnson, Nealon Petersen, Patrick 
Hermanus and  5 outreach workers: Jeremy Davis, Wilfred McKay, Glenn Hans, Albert Matthews, Charmaine De Bruin,  2 administrators: Craven 
Engel, Raymond Swartz and 1 data coordinator: Urshwin Engel.
So what does it take to become an interrupter? Craven explains: “In order to be a CeaseFire worker you must have knowledge of street gangs and 
have been a gangster. If he was incarcerated it will add value to his cv. He must also have knowledge of prison gangs and prison activity and 
understand the number system. He must be able to understand Sabela (the language used by gangsters). If you can’t Sabela the gangsters will 
easily mislead you.Your street credibility is very important. Respect comes from both sides. If they don’t respect you, you won't be welcome with the 
high risk. Only a gangster can work with a gangster. But its very important that you can’t be an active gangster anymore. It’s a bit of a crazy cv. It’s all 
the stuff a normal job doesn’t want. You don’t apply to us we look for you.”
Being an interrupter is nothing like your average job. You are constantly bombarded with violence and the stress of dealing with high risk individuals. 
Its like constantly being in a war zone. Yet the team do their work with great passion and you will never catch them without a smile on their face 
despite everything they witness. The trauma sometimes takes its toll on the guys. Khiyaam Frey speaks about such an incident: “They shot him dead 
right in front of me. He did the last six shots while I was standing there. I asked pastor if I could take some time off after that. That kind of thing 
haunts you.”  
These guys(gangsters) are living on consistent trauma, they never get healed. They just manage their trauma. It’s not a good space to be. Gang life 
is like that — constant trauma. Constantly looking over your shoulder, you are never safe. Your always on alert. The pressure of being a CeaseFire 
worker is similar.



Khiyaam also proved how far he would go to do his job when he spent 35 days in Pollsmoor prison on false charges. He was responding to a 
shooting one Saturday evening. As he walked through the courtyard he became aware of some high risk individuals walking behind him carrying a 
weapon. The police pulled up and they ran away leaving the weapon 20 meters from Frey. The police arrested him despite the weapon not being on 
him. Although Khiyaam knew the identity of the shooters he knew that violating the gang discipline of not snitching would cost him his credibility and 
compromise CeaseFires relationship and ability to work with the gang. He bit his tongue and spent 35 days in jail. “It was very hard. I never thought I 
would see the inside of a prison again after I changed my life.”
In order to successfully work with gangsters you need to respect the disciplines and codes of conduct that the gangs use. Although to an outsider 
gangs may appear chaotic and without order they are actually highly organised and they operate with great deal of discipline. Therefore CeaseFire 
doesn’t work with the law. There’s a discipline of not snitching and that is the only way that this program can survive, because once trust is broken on 
that level you will never be able to rebuild it. 
One of the most remarkable ways CeaseFire reduces violence is by doing conflict mediations. When there is conflict in the area CeaseFire will 
request a mediation between rival gangs. So where before rival gangs would shoot at each other to resolve issues, they are now willing to meet face 
to face and talk about the issues. This in itself has never been accomplished before and without the help of CeaseFire it wouldn’t be possible. It has 
even progressed to a point where sometimes the gang will show a willingness to resolve conflict by requesting a mediation before things get out of 
hand. 
Jeremy Davis, a serious man with a warm smile, explains how mediations have created progress: “We planted a seed and it’s growing. You don’t kill 
each other and then you talk, you talk first. That’s progress.”
Engel shares his insight on the matter: “The gangs never needed a law component to sort out their problems, they actually needed a mediator. We 
do different kinds of mediations depending on the situation. We do street mediations, phone mediations and also mediations to stop retaliations. 
When the violence is very high a group mediation will be done at a neutral venue outside of Hanover Park where both gangs feel safe. We will pick 
them up with our own transport and take them to a neutral ground where there are cameras and they know they won’t be ambushed or shot at.”
Because the team come from different gang and prison backgrounds they used to be rivals in the past. They used to shoot at each other and couldn’t 
move on each others grounds. Now these very same guys are working together as one team. When they get to this particular job they work as one 
team regardless of gang or religious backgrounds. And that is a great example of what is possible within the greater community. 
CeaseFire makes use of the Shot Spotter technology to aid them in responding to shootings. Shot Spotter is a gun detection system that has been 
installed in the area. It picks up gun fire within two seconds and accurately pin points the location of the shooting. The app is installed on all the 
CeaseFire workers phones and so they are able to respond to shootings. It also helps them to predict where the next shooting will be and protects 
the workers so that they don’t walk straight into a shooting when they respond. Adding their knowledge of the gangs and shooters the team then 
overlays their knowledge with the data from the shot spotter to create valuable data to curb violence and prevent retaliations. It is the human aspect 
of the interrupters on the ground that make this the most effective way to reduce violence.
A few months after I first met the interrupters we attend the funeral of a leader figure I met a few hours before he was shot. It’s 07:00 on a Saturday 
morning and the street outside the deceased house is a beehive of activity. It’s raining and the air is tense. Every few minutes a police van drives 
past. A retaliation is likely. Abduraaghman ‘Abi’ Ruiters, a serious looking interrupter, is standing next to me. He can sense my sadness and gives me 
some insight into why this work is so important to him. “We are here to reduce the violence, and if we can reduce it, then there is a chance that it can 
stop. I put 20 years of bad into my community, now is my time to make it right.” 



Khiyaam appears from the shadows. They both knew him. I ask him how they deal with constantly facing death and violence. “Losing someone you 
know is a bit like a knife wound. It hurts like hell and takes a long time to heal but it doesn’t kill you and you just have to carry on.”
Tasleem ‘Tassie’ Johnson, the youngest interrupter and newest member of the team picks up the coffin, the man was his cousin. Last year Tassie 
decided to change his life and exit gang life. But it hasn’t been an easy journey for him. At the time of changing his life he lost 3 brother figures due 
to gang violence. A setback that would make most relapse and return to their old ways. The only way to deal with that kind of trauma is to retaliate 
and take revenge. But Tassie has remained strong and even his own gang salutes him for the way he was able to change his life. Tassie explains: “I 
changed my life for my kids. They didn’t ask to be here, I brought them into this world. I don’t want them to live the same life I did. I want something 
better for them.”
Religion plays an important role in the recovery of high risk individuals. They have great respect for religion. Therefore it is very important to have 
guys that come from a Muslim and Christian background on the team. One of the first things the gang will ask for when we open a mediation is “Can 
we open up with prayer?” The same guys that shoot and kill each other ask for this. So Engel understands how important faith and religion is for the 
high risk and the community. Religion and gangsterism might not sound like something that go hand in hand but the importance of religion probably 
stems from a very real awareness of their own mortality.
Jeremy Davis, Wilfred McKay, Glenn Hans, Albert Matthews, Urshwin Engel and Charmaine De Bruyn (the only woman on the team) work as 
outreach workers and spend their days between Camp Joy and the community centre in Hanover Park. Once a participant has expressed a desire 
to change their life they will be assigned an outreach worker. Dealing with the youth at risk comes naturally to them. McKay, who you will always find 
smiling, becomes very serious when he tells me about a participant that he worked with for 8 years who was shot dead. “You get close to people and 
you get used to them you know. Its like losing your own son.”
A few months after I first met the interrupters I’m sitting in a dusty courtyard amongst flats in an area known as The Valley of The Plenty (Mongrel 
territory) with Nealon Petersen, a veteran amongst his colleagues and the oldest member of the infamous Mongrels gang. A group of youth walk 
past. Nealon looks at the youth and shakes his head in dismay. He express his fear and concern for the youth being pulled into gang life. “I’m 
worried for these youngsters. I’ve seen where gang life takes you and it doesn’t look good. You end up in prison, a wheelchair or a coffin.”
I ask Nealon what being an interrupter means to him. “Baby girl, I will do this work till the day I take my very last breath. CeaseFire for life.” He 
smiles revealing a row of gold teeth. 
This program saves lives. In 2016 CeaseFire reduced gang violence by 43%. On the ground it means that a lot of lives were saved. Almost half of 
the people that should have died didn’t.
Every gangster deserves the opportunity for a better life, yet the justice system doesn’t process high risk individuals. It is an extremely difficult job 
that no one wants to deal with it. But pastor Craven Engel and the CeaseFire team are not afraid to get involved and do the work no one wants to, to 
help this community and bring about real change.
CeaseFire is proof that you can change the ending and that you can use your past to create a better future. Change is possible. 



Abduraaghman Ruiters and Tasleem Johnson at the CeaseFire office. The walls are covered in newspaper clippings about gang 
violence with headlines like ‘Live Hard Die Young’  ‘Terror & Territory’ and ‘A War Zone.’ 



“We are here to reduce the violence, and if we can reduce it, then there is a chance that it can stop. I put 20 years of negative into 
my community, now is my time to make it right.” 
- Abduraaghman ‘Abi’ Ruiters



Tasleem ‘Tassie’ Johnson, is the youngest interrupter and newest member of the team. Despite losing 3 brother figures last year, due to gang 
violence, Tassie is still defying the odds by staying true to his choice to change his life and change the ending for himself and his 
community. 



The Interrupters. Front row from left to right: Khiyaam Frey, Nealon Peterson, Suleiman Maneul, Patrick Hermanus. 
Back row from left to right: Abduraaghman Ruiters, Tasleem Johnson.



The Outreach Workers from left to right: Wilfred McKay, Glenn Hans, Albert Matthews, Jeremy Davis. (Not present Charmaine De Bruin)



How can a loser become a winner? By changing the ending. Nealon’s body tells the story of his many years as a gangster. He now 
uses his background to turn things around and create change by using his knowledge to work as a violence interrupter. 



Nealon on the beat. During times of conflict the interrupters patrol the grounds and talk to the high risk to prevent a retaliation. 



Nealon and Tassie work in a pocket of Hanover Park known as The Valley Of The Plenty, Mongrel territory.



Nealon, a veteran amongst his colleagues and the oldest member of the infamous Mongrels gang, forms a key part of the 
CeaseFire team.



Stars and stripes.



CeaseFire. A word that carries a lot of meaning in a community plagued by gang violence. 



Wilfred McKay and Jeremy Davis work in American territory. Jeremy grew up in this court and hopes that his children will have a 
better future and not be pulled into gangsterism. 



Jeremy Davis and Wilfred McKay on conflict mediations: “We planted a seed and it’s growing. You don’t kill each other and then you 
talk, you talk first. That’s progress.”



“My background is my CV that got me in here. It has always been my hearts desire to work in the community and make a 
difference.”
- Jeremy Davis 



Wilfred McKay has a passion to work with the youth at risk. The Outreach workers really put their heart and soul into their work. He 
recently lost a participant he worked with for 8 years due to gang violence. “It’s like losing a son.”



“Sometimes just your presence stops further violence and therefore, visibility in the community and during times of conflict is very 
important.”
- Abduraaghman Ruiters



Khiyaam Frey gets very excited when he talks about his work as a violence interrupter with CeaseFire. “This place used to 
rain bullets. I have lived here for 30 years and can truly say that CeaseFire is making a difference.”



Khiyaam Frey: “You must know and understand the CODE of CONDUCT. Respect comes from both sides. If they don’t 
respect you, you won't be welcome with the high risk. Only a gangster can work with a gangster.”



Nealon is very concerned for the youth at risk. Behind him a young boy is playing with a toy gun. “It may appear innocent, young kids 
fighting with toy guns and sticks and stones. But as they grow up a boy who lives in American territory will fight with a kid from the 
Ghetto area. And as they get older these toys progress to knives and guns and all of a sudden you sit with a big problem.”



Tassie at home with his children. His family played a big part in his decision to change his life. “ I don’t want my kids to grow up 
without a father or my son to become a gangster. They deserve a better life.”



Bullet holes on the walls of Tassie’s house from an incident where a rival gang tried to kill him. 



Hanover Park



Hanover Park



The tattoos on Tassie’s body reveal his background as a street gang member. But now he is being recruited for a better life with 
CeaseFire. 



CeaseFire Hanover Park. Mission Zero. Let’s Change The Ending.


